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ABSTRACT

Malaria afflicts half the world's population, kills more than half the children in sub-Saharan African countries, is caused by a parasite, transferred by mosquitoes, and destroys family and economic futures. Fifty-six human subjects from four separate study groups were used to determine the most effective dose, average time to full recovery and percent of patients cured in human subjects swallowing Silver Sol. Silver Sol Liquid 10 ppm was used in different oral doses (5 ml-15 ml) to determine the most effective dose. The optimal dose of Silver Sol was determined to be 15 ml twice a day. Silver Sol completely removed the malaria parasite from the blood in 100% of 56 human subjects infected with malaria in an average of five days. The fastest cure rate was found to be 2.0 days, and the most days required to achieve full recovery was found to be 10 days. Human subjects were found to have no malaria parasites in their blood (as determined by clinical microscopy) after an average of five days of Silver Sol treatment. No patients suffered any adverse side effects, while 100% were cured from Malaria in an average of 5 days.

It is concluded that Silver Sol can be taken daily to completely eliminate the malaria parasite from the blood of malaria infected human subjects in an average of 5 days. (The Ind. Pract. 2010; 63(9):567-674)

INTRODUCTION

Malaria is endemic to 106 nations threatening half the world's population, and an estimated 500 million cases which reportedly led to more than 1,000,000 deaths in 2008. The World Health Organization currently uses insecticides, nets, artemisinin-based combination drug therapy. These control strategies are significant but tragically incomplete in the prevention and treatment of malaria.

Malaria is an infectious disease transferred by mosquitoes and caused by a eukaryotic protist of the genus Plasmodium. It is most prevalent in tropical and sub-tropical regions of the world, where it is...
debilitating and can be fatal. More than half of the children in these high-risk areas die before the age of five. Ninety percent of malaria-related deaths occur in sub-Saharan Africa where it is a major cause of poverty and a hindrance to economic development.

Five species of the plasmodium parasite can infect humans. Plasmodium vivax, Plasmodium ovale and Plasmodium malariae cause a mild illness that is not generally fatal. Plasmodium falciparum is the most serious form of malaria in humans and often results in death. P. falciparum is the most common cause of infection and is responsible for about 80% of all malaria cases, and is also responsible for about 90% of all the deaths from malaria. Plasmodium knowlesi is a zoonosis that can infect humans and macaques.

**MOSQUITOES TRANSFER THE MALARIA PARASITE**

Fertilization and sexual recombination of the parasites occurs in the mosquito’s gut, thereby defining the mosquito as the definitive host of the disease. The female Anopheles mosquito transfers the malaria parasite through the blood. When a mosquito bites an infected person, a small amount of blood is taken, which contains malaria parasites. These develop inside the mosquito, and approximately one week later, when the mosquito takes its next meal, the parasites are injected with the mosquito’s saliva into the person being bitten. The parasites enter the blood stream and are transported to the liver where they incubate for two to eight weeks. They are then released into the blood where the parasites enter the red blood cells and multiply. This causes damage to the red blood cells resulting in symptoms of fatigue, fever, headache, coma and possibly death. Parasites may sequester in the liver for as much as three years resulting in recurring malaria months or even years later.

A mosquito becomes infected when it takes a blood meal from an infected human. Once ingested, the parasite gametocytes are taken up into the blood and will further differentiate into male or female gametes and then fuse in the mosquito gut. This produces an ookinete that penetrates the gut lining and produces an oocyst in the gut wall. When the oocyst ruptures, it releases sporozoites that migrate through the mosquito’s body to the salivary glands, where they are then ready to infect a new human host. This type of transmission is occasionally referred to as anterior station transfer. The sporozoites are injected into the skin, alongside saliva, when the mosquito takes subsequent blood meals. This transfers the malaria parasite.

Only the female mosquitoes feed on blood, thus males do not transmit the disease. The females prefer to feed at night and will continue feeding through the night until taking a meal, which makes night-time protection essential in the prevention of malaria.

**PATHOGENESIS OF MALARIA**

Humans develop Malaria in two phases: an exoerythrocytic and an erythrocytic phase. The exoerythrocytic phase involves infection of the hepatic system (liver), where the erythrocytic phase involves infection of the erythrocytes (red blood cells). When an infected mosquito pierces the skin of a human to take a meal, sporozoites in the saliva enter the blood stream of the human and migrate to the liver. Within 30 minutes of being introduced into the human host, the sporozoites infect the hepatocytes (liver cells) where they reproduce asexually and asymptptomatically for a period of 6-15 days during the eight week incubation period. Once in the liver, these organisms differentiate to yield thousands of merozoites, which, following rupture of their host cells, escape into the blood and infect red blood cells, thus beginning the erythrocytic phase of the life cycle. The parasites escape from the liver undetected by wrapping itself in the cell membrane of the infected host liver cell.

Within the red blood cells, the parasites multiply further, (asexually) periodically breaking out of their hosts to invade fresh red blood cells. Several such amplification
cycles occur. This produces the classical waves of fever, which arise from simultaneous waves of merozoites escaping and infecting red blood cells. Some P. vivax and P. ovale sporozoites do not immediately develop into exoerythrocytic-phase merozoites, but instead produce hypnozoites that remain dormant for periods ranging from several months (6-12 is typical) to as long as three years. After a period of dormancy, they reactivate and produce merozoites. Hypnozoites are responsible for long incubation and late relapses in human malaria.\textsuperscript{16}

Malaria parasites are relatively protected from attack by the body’s immune system because for most of its human life cycle it resides within the liver and blood cells and is relatively invisible to immune surveillance. However, circulating infected blood cells are destroyed in the spleen. To avoid this fate, the P. falciparum parasite displays adhesive proteins on the surface of the infected blood cells, causing the blood cells to stick to the walls of small blood vessels, thereby sequestering the parasite from passage through the general circulation and the spleen.\textsuperscript{22} This stickiness is the main factor giving rise to haemorrhagic complications of malaria, because the infected cells aggregate together and clog the endothelial venules producing convulsions and comas in the brain. Although the red blood cells surface adhesion proteins (called PfEMP1, for plasmodium falciparum erythrocyte membrane protein 1), are exposed to the human immune system, they do not serve as good immune targets, because of their extreme diversity. In fact there are at least 60 variations of the protein within a single parasite and effectively limitless versions within parasite populations.\textsuperscript{22} The parasite switches between a limitless repertoire of PfEMP1 surface proteins allowing it to stay one step ahead of any vaccine, drug or current treatment, because of the resistant strains mutating in response to the drug treatments.

**MALARIA: SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS**

Symptoms of Malaria include: fever, shivering, arthralgia (joint pain), nausea, vomiting, anaemia caused by haemolysis, haemoglobinuria, coma, convulsions, and retinal damage.\textsuperscript{9,10} The classic onset of symptoms of malaria is cyclical occurrences of sudden coldness followed by rigor and then fever and sweating lasting four to six hours, occurring every two days in P. vivax and P. ovale infections, while every three days in P. malariae.\textsuperscript{11} P. falciparum can have recurrent fever every 36-48 hours or a less pronounced but almost continuous fever. Children with malaria may exhibit abnormal posturing, a sign indicating intracranial pressure or severe brain damage.\textsuperscript{12} Malaria has been found to cause cognitive impairments, brain damage, retinal whitening, anaemia, convulsions, coma, splenomegaly, haemoglobinuria with renal failure, blackwater fever, severe headache, hepatomegaly, hypoglycaemia and death. Severe malaria can progress extremely rapidly and cause death within hours or days.\textsuperscript{14} In the most severe cases of the disease fatality rates can exceed 20%, even with intensive care and treatment.\textsuperscript{18} Approximately one in five P. vivax infections includes relapse within the year\textsuperscript{16} illustrating another problem, that of recurrence of disease months or even years later.

Pregnant women and young children are especially attractive to mosquitoes,\textsuperscript{23} which results in the high rates of stillbirths, infant mortality and low birth weight babies and high rates of child mortality and neurologic dysfunction.\textsuperscript{17}

**TREATMENT**

Anti-malarial drugs are not totally effective in treating or preventing malaria, especially in the more severe cases.\textsuperscript{31} There are drug treatment being used for prevention but may produce adverse reactions like vertigo, and flu-like symptoms resulting in symptoms that are similar to the disease. P. falciparum has become resistant to the prescription drug treatment and now requires a combination of drugs derived from artemisinin. Severe malaria is being treated with intravenous or intramuscular quinine or artesunate.\textsuperscript{6} While these combinations of prescription
drugs have been moderately successfully in the past, the parasite has developed resistance, resulting in decreasing effectiveness. Resistance has developed to several anti-malarial drugs, most notably chloroquine, generating a significant urgency and scientific search for replacements. Although many are under development, the challenge of producing a widely available vaccine that provides a high level of protection for a sustained period has yet to be met. A successful vaccine may be effective today but as the disease mutates and continuously develops resistance the effectiveness of today’s vaccine will not be effective in tomorrow’s malaria. Prescription drugs are becoming less successful and vaccines will become less effective over time resulting in a growing need for a solution that can function as prevention and treatment.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

A total of fifty-six human subjects from four separate study groups were used to determine the most effective dose, average time to full recovery and per cent of patients cured. All patients randomly acquired malaria from their natural environment in the vicinity of Ghana, West Africa. Four separate certified medical hospitals/clinics and their certified Medical Doctors and staff residing in Ghana, Africa were used. Silver Sol Liquid 10 ppm was used in different oral doses (5 ml-15 ml) to determine the most effective dose. After a doctor’s diagnosis, and consent given, the Silver Sol was administered. The patients selected for this study were randomly selected based on their choice to randomly attend the clinic at a random time seeking medical help for symptoms of malaria.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Silver Sol liquid 10 ppm is a liquid consisting of pure water and 10 parts per million, pure Silver. The product was manufactured by American Biotech Labs, is patented (US # 713595) for use against malaria and has also been proven to destroy numerous bacteria, viruses and fungi. The combination of four separate study groups were used to determine if Silver Sol 10 ppm would eliminate the malaria parasites from the blood of human subjects being freshly diagnosed with malaria. Human subjects swallowed Silver Sol, 10 ppm, at daily doses of 15 ml - 30 ml taken in divided doses to determine the optimum dose. Blood samples were taken at day 0, and every day for 15 days (study 3 and 4) for use in laboratory reports which were used to record the amount of malaria present in the blood. This was determined by microscopy and recorded on the patient’s medical chart. These results were recorded for the purpose of determining the number of days required to achieve full recovery from malaria.

The clinical studies were performed at the following locations by the Medical Directors listed in Table 1.

RESULTS

Results from the four study groups are summarized in Table 2.

Research for each study group was performed at a different medical centre. Group 1 had 11 human subjects, with group 2 having 16, group 3 had 16 and group 4 had 13 subjects. This provided 56 human subjects. The subjects were taken as they randomly walked into the medical centres, resulting in a random distribution of subjects of all ages. Different doses were given to the study groups for the purpose of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hospital</th>
<th>Doctor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air Force Station Hospital, Accra, Ghana</td>
<td>Dr. Kwabiah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korie-Bu Teaching Hospital, Accra, Ghana</td>
<td>Dr. E. Sackey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justab Clinic, Accra, Ghana</td>
<td>Dr. Agnes Abraham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braden Gharthy Memorial Hospital, Accra, Ghana</td>
<td>Dr. Braden Gharthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of subjects</td>
<td>Group 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age of subjects</td>
<td>8-75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dosage</td>
<td>10 ml (2 tsp) 3 times/day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of days to achieve full recovery</td>
<td>5.0 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fewest days to achieve full recovery</td>
<td>3.0 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most days to achieve full recovery</td>
<td>7.0 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per cent of human patients cured</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Determining the optimal dose. Group 1 received 10 ml three times a day, group 2 received 5 ml three times a day, with grouped 3 and 4 receiving 15 ml twice a day. The average number of days to achieve full recovery was 5.0 days.

100% of all patients were cured in all study groups.

There were many other diseases simultaneously existing in the subjects presenting with malaria. Respiratory infections, urinary tract infections, conjunctivitis, otitis and diarrhoea from food poisoning were all present at day one and were totally eliminated in an average of 5 days. This is significant because malaria patients regularly have secondary and simultaneous diseases that often require multiple medications to treat. In this study, Silver Sol cleared all of these pathogens in an average of 5 days.

**CONCLUSION**

Silver Sol safely and completely removed the malaria parasite from the blood in 100% of 56 human subjects infected with malaria in an average of five days. The optimal dose of Silver Sol was determined to be 15 ml twice a day. The fastest cure rate was found to be 2. days, and the most days required to achieve full recovery was found to be 10 days.

Human subjects were found to have no malaria parasites in their blood (as determined by clinical microscopy) after an average of five days of Silver Sol treatment. No patients suffered any adverse side effects.

It is concluded that Silver Sol can be safely taken daily to completely eliminate the malaria parasite from the blood of malaria infected human subjects in an average of 5 days.

**DISCUSSION**

Malaria is a devastating disease and is killing more than half of our children in high-risk areas. Silver Sol is a newly patented EPA certified and FDA approved nanosilver that removes the malaria parasite from the blood in an average of 5 days in all the human subjects tested.

Silver Sol is absorbed through the mouth and digestive tract, is a nano-particle which is small enough to be distributed into the red blood cells. It has demonstrated the ability to destroy the parasite in the erythrocytic phase. This is supported by the data collected in this study demonstrating the
ability to kill and remove the parasite from the erythrocytes and bloodstream in less than five days. The miniscule size of the nano-silver particle allows it to pass through red blood cell membranes and reside within the red blood cell. NASA, published a study which demonstrated silver's ability to enter the cell and into the atomic structure of the pathogen. In addition, Silver Sol has been shown to destroy the parasite that causes numerous parasites such as the disease Leishmaniasis. This evidence suggests that the ability of Silver Sol to enter the red blood cell combined with its anti-parasitic activity produces a viable and proven anti-malarial mechanism of action.

As the Silver Sol passes through circulation it flows through the capillaries of the liver, where it can enter the microcirculation of the liver and potentially access the sequestered liver and red blood cells where the Silver Sol can enter these pathogens containing, trojan horse like cells, and destroy the malaria parasite. This remarkable action takes place even though the immune system cannot detect the malaria within the afflicted cells. In addition Silver Sol has been proven to not cause bacteria and other pathogens to mutate and become resistant. This means that it can be taken daily for prevention as well as long-term treatment without causing resistance. In fact, Silver Sol has been shown to enhance antibiotic drug efficacy by as much as ten fold. This evidence suggests a new vector of treatment and prevention in the fight against malaria.

The dose was significant. The lower the dose of Silver Sol resulted in a longer time to achieve full recovery. Subjects that swallowed 5 ml of Silver Sol took almost twice as much time to achieve full recovery when compared to the subjects that swallowed 15 ml of Silver Sol (6.33 days as compared to 3.43 days). It is concluded that 30 ml Silver Sol taken in divided doses is better than the lower doses of 15 ml, even though it was administered more frequently. The fact that there was 100% cure is remarkable and should result in serious consideration for mass distribution in high-risk areas at a preventive dose of 2 teaspoons twice a day and a treatment dose of 15 ml swallowed twice a day.

In addition to malaria, there were 19 other ailments that Silver Sol successfully resolved which include; abdominal pain and diarrhoea, bronchitis, candida vaginal yeast infections, conjunctivitis, external cuts and infections, otitis, otitis media, fungal skin infections, gonorrhoea, gingivitis, halitosis, pelvic inflammatory disease, pharyngitis, sinusitis, rhinitis, tonsillitis, upper respiratory tract infections, urinary tract infections. All patients suffering from multiple ailments were reported to have successful outcomes in an average of 5 days.

In addition to this clinical research, thousands of bottles of Silver Sol have been donated for humanitarian aid. The doctors who received these donations report ubiquitous successes against malaria, and remarkable recoveries from other bacterial, viral, and fungal diseases.

The World Health Organization has reported that studies indicate that up to 40% of artemesunate based malaria medications are counterfeit, and combined with the fact that vaccines and drugs are less than effective and resistance is progressing against them, there is tremendous demand for Silver Sol in the war against malaria.

Malaria is not just a disease associated with poverty but also a cause of poverty and a major impediment to economic development because people that cannot get well and maintain good health cannot obtain employment for long periods of time nor can they establish consistent work habits. This adversely affects the family and the entire community. There is a five-fold difference in gross domestic product and buying power in countries that have malaria compared to those that don't. The economic impact of malaria is estimated to cost Africa $12 billion US dollars every year. The economic impact includes costs of health care, working days lost, lost education, decreased productivity due to brain damage, and loss of tourism. In high-risk countries the
disease may account for as much as 40% of public health expenditures, 30-50% of inpatient admissions, and up to 50% of outpatient visits. In Malawi, people suffer the hardship of spending 32% of their annual income on this disease.27 There are thousands of square miles of malaria infected people living in hygienically offensive conditions, losing more than half of their young children to death from malaria each year. What horrendous human price is being unnecessarily extracted from people who have the least resources to mount up an imperfect defense? This research strongly suggests a new vector of malaria treatment, which would enable those who need it most to safely administer Silver Sol prevention and treatment programmes. Since the current drug treatments are losing a war where the enemy is continuously mutating, where cure is a moving target, and the total number of infections and deaths increase yearly, it is the author’s conclusion that this newly patented, unique form of Silver Sol has sufficiently demonstrated significant evidence for individual, community and national applications. It is concluded that Silver Sol has demonstrated significant human evidence against the malaria to initiate plans and programmes for widespread, ubiquitous use. Silver Sol should be classified as a first line of treatment against malaria. It should be distributed in all high-risk regions of the world in order to give them a fighting chance against malaria.
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